FINAL PROJECT: STORYBOARD
Creative Ad for the New Media Art's Program

ACTION DETAILS: “search bar” #1
- Google search bar will appear.
- Someone will type “what should I do with my life?”
- Black arrow clicks onto search icon

ACTION DETAILS: “search bar-should” #2
- Camera zooms into the type
- Camera will go right pass through it.
- Pass the bar is the NMA logo

ACTION DETAILS: “NMA Logo” #3
- NMA logo will appear with simple animation or mask from left to right.

ACTION DETAILS: “NMA Website” #4
- The NMA website will be constructed through simple animation
- In sync with music (start from header)

ACTION DETAILS: “NMA content-01” #5
- Camera panning from top to bottom.
- Camera will begin to rotate to side view

ACTION DETAILS: “NMA content-02” #6
- Featuring the parts of a website animating together
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ACTION DETAILS "Main content area" # 7
Almost side view

ACTION DETAILS "MC-side" # 8

ACTION DETAILS "MC-back-code" # 9
Possibly code view

ACTION DETAILS "side view" # 10
All parts coming together

ACTION DETAILS "FRONT VIEW" # 11
Pan out to entire site

ACTION DETAILS "Search bar" # 12
Zooming back out to search bar
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ACTION DETAILS
"search var-02" #13
Text gets highlighted then erased

ACTION DETAILS
"search var-03" #14
Person types in "APPLY TO NMA PROGRAM"

ACTION DETAILS
#